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From the Artistic Director

Dear Friends:

Again, I say WELCOME BACK! This is our first concert back at the 
Playhouse with our Hamburg Steinway concert grand ready to 
spring into action once again!

Isn’t it strange that a presenter in Western Canada has to watch the 
finals of the China International Music Competition only to discover 
that it has been won by a remarkable young pianist from Toronto 
about whom we had heard nothing? 

Tony Siqi Yun was born in Toronto in 2001, and won First Prize 
and the Gold Medal at the inaugural China International Music 
Competition in 2019. We’re delighted to welcome him to our stage for his Vancouver 
debut.

Tony’s concert is sponsored in memory of Michael Kemble, a long-time subscriber and 
donor who was a cherished member of the Vancouver Recital Society family.

I would like to thank our Season Sponsor, the Peak Group of Companies, and RBC 
Foundation and the Paul and Edwina Heller Fund at the Vancouver Foundation, which 
support our Next Generation Series – the raison d’être of the VRS.

We are grateful to the City of Vancouver for its support and to all of you who have 
supported us during these uncertain times.

Enjoy the music!

Sincerely,

Leila

CCeellllpphhoonneess  
 
The use of cellphones and recording devices is prohibited in 
the concert hall. Please take this opportunity to turn off all 
electronic devices. 
 

音乐厅内禁止使用手机，禁止拍照，录音，录像。请观众关闭所有

电子器材，谢谢您的合作。 
 
 
 

VVRRSS  AAddddrreessss  
201-513 Main Street 
Vancouver, BC V6A 2V1 
Canada 
 
 
Vancouver Recital Society acknowledges that we are on the 
traditional and unceded territory of the Coast Salish Peoples, 
including the territories of the xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), 
Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh 
(Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. 

CELLPHONES
The use of cellphones and recording devices  

Is prohibited in the concert hall. Please take this opportunity 
to turn off all electronic devices.

is prohibited
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Program

Season Sponsor

Additional Support

Concert Sponsor

This concert is sponsored
in memory of Michael Kemble

THE EDWINA AND PAUL HELLER 
NEXT GENERATION SERIES 

Tony Siqi Yun, piano

Sunday, October 24, 2021  3:00 pm

Vancouver Playhouse 

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685-1750)
Chaconne in D minor BWV 1004
(arr. Busoni)

(approx. 15 minutes)

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685-1750)
Chorale Prelude
Ich ruf zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ BWV 639
(arr. Busoni)

(approx. 3 minutes)

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
Sonata No. 15 in D Major Op. 28 (Pastorale)

Allegro
Andante
Scherzo. Allegro vivace
Rondo. Allegro ma non troppo

(approx. 26 minutes)

INTERMISSION

FRANZ LISZT (1811-1886)
Réminiscences de Norma S 394

(approx. 16 minutes)

FRANZ LISZT (1811-1886)
Solemn March to The Holy Grail
from Parsifal S 450

(approx. 10 minutes)

IGOR STRAVINSKY (1882-1971)
The Firebird Suite (arr. Agosti)

Danse infernale
Berceuse
Finale

(approx. 12 minutes)
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Tony Siqi Yun piano

Photo credit: JenniferTaylor

Tony Siqi Yun, the First Prize winner and Gold 
Medalist at the First China International Mu-
sic Competition, was born in Toronto, Canada 
in 2001. Tony is a recipient of the Jerome L. 
Greene Fellowship at the Juilliard School where 
he studies with Professors Matti Raekallio and 
Yoheved Kaplinsky.

With playing that combines poetry and ele-
gance, this fiercely charismatic young pianist is 
already being invited to perform at major ven-
ues on the world stage, including upcoming de-
buts at BOZAR, the Luxembourg Philharmonie, 
Hamburg Elbphilharmonie, Museum Kunstpalast 
Düsseldorf, NDR Hannover, Leipzig Gewand-
haus, and in Weimar. 

This young pianist can already look back at an 
extraordinary concert career. In 2019, he made 
his debut with the Philadelphia Orchestra and Yannick Nézet-Séguin in the final round of the First China 
International Music Competition, and has since been invited to perform with Nézet-Séguin in North America. 
His outstanding debut with the China Philharmonic Orchestra at the Third Polish Culture Festival led to an in-
vitation to tour with the orchestra in 2015. Yun appeared with the China Philharmonic Orchestra again in the 
2018-2019 season including the 2019 CCTV New Year’s Concert. In 2018, Yun successfully collaborated with 
the Cleveland Orchestra at the final round of the Thomas and Evon Cooper International Piano Competition 
and won First Prize and the Audience Prize. 

As a soloist, Yun has given recitals in North America, Europe and Asia. Highlights include recitals at the 
renowned Salle Cortot Concert Hall in Paris, Opera & and Concert Hall of CCOM, The Juilliard School, New 
York’s Steinway Hall and at the Heidelberger Frühling Music Festival.

Tony Siqi Yun is represented by Opus 3 Artists, New York, NY
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Program Notes

Johann Sebastian Bach 
Chaconne in D minor BWV 1004
(arr. Busoni)

The 19th century witnessed a revival of interest 
in the music of Johann Sebastian Bach. But the 
sound world of the 19th century with its new 
spacious concert halls and louder, more powerful 
instruments (played by ego-driven virtuoso 
performers) flourished at some remove from 
the tightly focused, spiritually introspective 
sound world of Bach from the previous century – 
especially in the realm of keyboard music. 

The piano only began to overtake the harpsichord 
in popularity in the 1770s, a good 20 years after 
Bach’s death, so any work by Bach played on the 
steel-framed, three-pedalled 19th-century piano, 
with its wide range of dynamics and tonal colours, 
was by definition a transcription. And in the 19th 
century, the transcribers were legion. 

Each transcriber saw in Bach the figure that 
most appealed to his own aesthetic outlook. 
The virtuoso pianist Ferruccio Busoni (1866-
1924) saw the prototype of the Romantic hero, a 
moody, solitary figure sitting at his organ, capable 
of making the great stone walls of Leipzig’s 
Thomaskirche shake and tremble with the force of 
his musical personality.

It is natural that Busoni should have been 
attracted to the Chaconne from Bach’s Violin 
Partita No. 2 in D minor, as this work stands at 
the summit of the violin repertoire, both for the 
technical challenges it poses for the performer 
and the crystalline brilliance of its formal design. 

* * *

The chaconne is a musical form in which a 
recurring bass line or succession of chords 
serves as the harmonic foundation for a series 
of variations that follow. Bach’s chaconne opens 
with a stern and resolute chord pattern in the 
distinctive rhythmic profile of a sarabande, 
with emphasis on the second beat of the 
bar. It presents an evolving set of ever more 
probing variations on the repeating bass line 
D C♯  D B♭ G A D given in the first four measures. 
The extreme variety of textures and moods that 
Bach manages to create out of this simple 4-bar 
pattern is the reason for its exalted status within 
the classical canon.

The work has a rough three-part design, beginning 
with 33 varied restatements in the minor mode, 

19 in the major mode, and finally 12 more in the 
minor. Busoni’s conception of the Chaconne is 
grandiose in the extreme. He grants himself full 
licence to take advantage of the sonic resources 
available on the modern grand piano, even 
extending those resources to write multiple-
register chord spacings more typical of the organ. 

While Busoni includes many pizzicato and spiccato 
textures that imitate the native capabilities of the 
violin, his adaptation is exceptionally ‘pianistic’ in 
conception. There are, moreover, clear indications 
that he had orchestral sounds in mind for many 
of the variations. His evocation of an orchestral 
brass choir is astonishingly accurate in the quasi 
tromboni variation at the beginning of the major-
mode section, as is his imitation of timpani and 
tubular bells in the variation that follows not long 
after, with its pulsing low pedal notes alternating 
with chiming high octaves.

But it is the snarling timbre of the organ and 
ponderous peal of swaying church bells that 
takes this work to its conclusion, as Busoni brings 
the piano’s rich low register to bear on the last 
emphatic statement of the Chaconne’s majestic 
harmonies in its final bars.

Johann Sebastian Bach 
Chorale Prelude 
Ich ruf zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ BWV 639
(arr. Busoni)

The chorale, a hymn setting of pious verse in 
simple note values, was a central element in 
Lutheran liturgical practice. Whether sung in 
unison by the congregation, in four-part harmony 
by the church choir, or artfully refracted into 
a complex web of contrapuntal lines on the 
organ as a chorale prelude, it presented to the 
congregation the word of God in the vivid pictorial 
rhetoric of a musical setting. 

In a chorale prelude the cantus firmus (fixed 
melody) of the hymn is intoned in long notes 
against a backdrop of imitative counterpoint in 
smaller note values, either derived from the same 
melody, or commenting on it. 

This distinctive ‘layering’ of different note values 
throughout a composition was not just a clever 
musical device but a theological statement about 
the make-up of the cosmos. It painted an image 
of God and his flock musically depicted in a 
hierarchy of spiritual importance. The long-held 
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notes of the cantus firmus symbolized the timeless 
eternal presence of God in the universe while its 
chattering contrapuntal accompaniment gave 
voice to human striving here on earth below.

In Bach’s chorale prelude Ich ruf zu dir, Herr Jesu 
Christ (I call unto you, Lord Jesus Christ) the 
plaintive chorale melody is clearly heard at the 
top of the polyphonic texture. In the mid-range of 
this stratified texture little 16th-note sigh motives 
of pathos echo in the spaces between the long 
melody notes while in the bass a steady succession 
of 8th notes paces out the measure of eternity 
with infinite patience and sympathy. In Busoni’s 
transcription these bass notes, doubled into 
octaves and harmonically thickened, add a rich 
vein of overtones for the pianist’s pedal-foot to 
sift, providing a sonic haze of divine mystery to the 
quiet gravity of mood characterizing the whole.

Ludwig van Beethoven 
Sonata No. 15 in D Major Op. 28 (Pastorale)

The moody and rebellious Beethoven of legend is 
nowhere to be found in his gentle and understated 
Piano Sonata in D major Op. 28 (1801). Like the 
Sixth Symphony (1808) it carries the nickname 
Pastorale for its vivid evocation of the peace 
and contentment of country life, symbolized, 
particularly in the opening and closing 
movements, by the classic tropes of rustic music-
making: open 5ths and bagpipe-like drone notes 
in the bass, melodies simply harmonized with the 
I, V and IV chords, and a preference for dance-like 
triple metre. 

The sonata opens in just this way, with a soothing 
timpani-like drone note on a low D that shepherds 
the opening melody, with its many loving sigh 
motives, on a lyrical octave descent. Just at the 
end of the first phrase, however, the melody rises a 
short distance to end with a little melodic ‘flick of 
the tail’. This little ‘tail flick’ seems at first to be a 
throw-away a gesture but gathers significance as 
the movement progresses, eventually motivating 
the stormiest section of the development, and 
serving as a final thought in its closing bars.

The steady pulse of the hushed drone tone on D, 
repeated more than 60 times, makes the opening 
almost drowsy-making. The exposition seems 
to unfold in a placid succession of daydreams, 
sleepwalking through tonal space in smooth 
scalar motion from musical thought to musical 
thought. The only break in mood comes from the 
occasional sparkling run in the treble, startling the 
dreamer to sudden alertness...from which he then 
drifts back into reverie once again. 

Eye-opening drama is reserved for the 
development section, when the major mode turns 

to the minor, contrapuntal conflict breaks out, and 
the long smooth lines of the exposition gradually 
disassemble into ever-smaller fragments pulling 
this way and that, like two dogs fighting over 
a bone – that is, until peace is restored for the 
recapitulation’s calm review of past events and a 
quiet close.

Having waxed lyrical for much of the first 
movement, Beethoven foregoes a deeply lyrical 
slow movement in favour of an enigmatic Andante 
in D minor with a contrasting middle section in 
D major. A teasing air of mystery hovers over 
the opening D minor section, reinforced by soft 
dynamic markings and sudden offbeat accents. 
The dainty trot of its left-hand staccato at the 
opening suggests a simple walk in the park, but 
the minor mode and creeping chromatic lines 
bespeak an air of concern, especially when in 
a subsequent phrase a pulsing pedal point in 
the mid-range refuses to yield to the pleading 
dissonances above. The major-mode middle 
section, by contrast, is almost comical in its 
playful exchange of pleasantries as it alternates 
stern gestures in the low register with coy, almost 
flippant triplet responses in the treble. This is 
Beethoven at his most arch. The closing repeat of 
the A section features a decorated version of the 
opening and even a cameo appearance of the B 
section – in the minor mode this time – but leaves 
unresolved the puzzling relationship between 
these two musical personalities.

The appeal of the Allegro vivace scherzo that 
follows is radically simpler. It opens with a 
succession of four long notes an octave apart, 
like an orchestra tuning up on the same pitch in 
different registers. This is followed by its opposite: 
four little bite-sized cadencing gestures confined 
to the mid-range. To these contrasts of register 
and rhythm, Beethoven then adds dynamic 
contrasts and textural thickenings to concoct a 
thoroughly engaging ‘note salad’ to entertain the 
ear over a vast swath of keyboard real estate. This 
‘scattered barcode’ pattern of musical interest, 
though, meets its comeuppance in the central Trio 
section, in which a driven folk-like melody in the 
minor mode is repeated over and over with wildly 
different harmonisations. 

The most rustic movement of all comes at the 
end in a lilting Allegro ma non troppo finale 
that, like the first movement, opens with a long 
drone on a low D and proceeds largely on the 
premise that sleepy time has arrived in the 
woods and village green. Although constructed 
in the surprisingly sophisticated palindromic 
A-B-A-C-A-B-A structure of a sonata-rondo, it 
also resembles the first movement in seeking 
excitement in a development (the C section) 
dominated by the minor mode and contrapuntal 
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confrontation. Those nodding off in the audience, 
however, will be roused from their slumber by 
the movement’s vigorous coda that transforms 
the opening drone motif into a major cymbal-
crashing crescendo.

Franz Liszt 
Réminiscences de Norma S 394

In the 1830s a swarm of pianists descended like 
a biblical plague on the city of Paris, attracted 
by the rich harvest of opera tunes produced 
each year on which to feed when concocting the 
potpourris, fantasies and paraphrases that were 
their chief stock-in-trade. Flash forward to the 
1840s when Liszt, enthroned as King of the Piano 
and touring Europe in regal style, astonished the 
multitudes in concerts that frequently included 
one of his growing list of paraphrases based on 
tunes from operas by Mozart, Donizetti and Bellini, 
including his Réminiscences de Norma. 

Bellini’s Norma (1831), best known for its 
celebrated aria Casta diva made famous by Maria 
Callas, tells the tale of its eponymous heroine, a 
Druid high priestess in Roman-occupied Gaul who, 
in a time of popular insurrection, is called upon to 
choose between her love for the Roman governor 
and her duty to the gods and to her nation. 

Liszt offers a concentrated summary of the 
dramatic core of the opera by selecting melodies 
from Act I to evoke Norma’s leading role in 
opposing the Roman occupiers, and from 
the finale of Act II to represent her selfless 
renunciation of love, and of life itself, to further the 
cause of her warlike people.

The work opens with a series of stern chords 
and martial drumbeats, echoed high above by 
sparkling arpeggiations, to set the stage for a 
tale of war on earth and reward in heaven. These 
musical motifs recur midway through the piece as 
well to transition between opera’s Act I mood of 
heroic resolve and its tragic outcome in Act II. 

Liszt’s inventiveness in creating novel pianistic 
textures in this piece is remarkable, and one can 
only imagine rows of cross-eyed countesses 
dropping like fainting goats at its premiere. In 
addition to scintillating cadenzas shooting up to 
the high register, and muscular displays of bravura 
octaves, Liszt offers up generous quantities of 
the famous ‘three-hand effect’ pioneered by 
pianist Sigismond Thalberg (1812-1871), in which 
a clear melody sounds out in the mid-range 
surrounded by wide-ranging accompaniments 
above and below. This ever-so-clever piano texture 
is prominently featured in the second half of the 
work, where the majority of the most outrageous 
pyrotechnics are concentrated.

Liszt’s treatment of the lyrical Qual cor tradisti, 
with its three simultaneous layers – melody, 
pulsing chordal accompaniment, and martial triplet 
drumbeat – has been described by musicologist 
Charles Suttoni as “one of the most ingenious and 
sublime pages ever written for the piano.”

Franz Liszt 
Solemn March to The Holy Grail 
from Parsifal S 450

Richard Wagner’s last opera Parsifal is part 
music drama, part liturgical ritual. It glorifies the 
religious devotion of a band of Arthurian warriors 
sworn to seek out and defend the sacred relics of 
Christendom. Chief amongst the treasures of these 
larger-than-life heroes is the Holy Grail, variously 
described in medieval legend as either a cup or 
plate used by Jesus at the Last Supper, or as the 
vessel used by Joseph of Arimathea to catch the 
blood flowing from Jesus’ spear-wound at the 
Crucifixion. 

In Act 1 a newcomer to the band, Parsifal, is 
granted entry to a communion ceremony at which 
this sacred relic is revealed before the assembled 
Knights of the Grail. Wagner’s reverential music 
for this scene is mystically exalting but with a 
disciplined military edge to it, as well.

Wagner’s father-in-law, Franz Liszt, attended the 
premiere of the opera in 1882 and upon his return 
from Bayreuth composed a poetic evocation 
of this sacred scene using important musical 
motives to symbolize its dramatic meaning. The 
most immediately audible of these is the solemnly 
treading march motive of two falling 4ths which 
begins the work and continues as an ostinato 
pattern low in the bass throughout. 

In the last half appears the famous Dresden Amen, 
a six-note rising scale figure sung by church choirs 
in the German state of Saxony beginning in the 
early 19th century and particularly associated 
with the city of Dresden, where Wagner had 
been Kapellmeister. This motive was also used by 
Mendelssohn in his “Reformation” Symphony No. 
5. For Wagner, who wove musical representations 
of his characters into the fabric of his opera 
scores, the Dresden Amen represents the Holy 
Grail itself.

Liszt is not writing a transcription here but rather 
a kind of free fantasy based on the motivic take-
away of the first act of Parsifal. The virtuoso 
grandstanding of his earlier opera paraphrases 
and réminiscences is held largely in check. What 
emerges is a restrained meditation on the mystery 
and religious symbolism radiating out from the 
first great ‘reveal’ scene in Wagner’s evocation of 
Teutonic greatness in the German nation’s past.
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Igor Stravinsky 
The Firebird Suite
(arr. Agosti)

Stravinsky’s score for The Firebird was written for 
Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes dance company, 
which premiered the work in Paris in 1910. Based 
on ancient Russian folk tales, it tells the story of 
the young Prince Ivan’s quest to find a legendary 
magic bird with fiery multi-coloured plumage. 
In the course of his adventures, he falls in love 
with a beautiful princess but has to fight off the 
evil sorcerer Katschei to eventually marry her. 
The suite presents the culminating scenes of 
the ballet in a piano transcription by the Italian 
pianist and pedagogue Guido Agosti (1901-1989), 
who studied with Ferruccio Busoni and taught 
Maria Tipo. 

The Danse infernale depicts the brutal swarming 
and capture of Prince Ivan by Katschei’s 
monstrous underlings until Prince Ivan uses the 
magic feather given to him by the Firebird to cast 
a spell on his captors, making them dance until 
they drop from exhaustion. The Berceuse is a 
lullaby depicting the eerie scene of the slumbering 
assailants, leading to the Finale, a wedding 
celebration for Prince Ivan and his princess bride. 

Agosti’s piano transcription, completed in 1928, is 
a daunting technical challenge for the pianist. But 
then again, transcribing Stravinsky’s orchestral 
writing was always going to be a challenge, 
something like herding cats, because his signature 
melodic fragments emerge from every corner of 
the sound range, with tone-colours and timbral 
qualities outrageously difficult to capture on 
a single instrument. Many of his trademark 
sonorities result from widely spaced chord 

structures difficult to put within the grasp of the 
pianist’s mere ten fingers. 

Most of the piano writing is laid out on three 
staves in order to cover the multi-octave range 
of the keyboard that the pianist must patrol. The 
piano comes into its own in this transcription as a 
percussion instrument, to be played with the wild 
abandon with which a betrayed lover throws her 
ex-partner’s possessions off the balcony onto the 
street below.

Judging from the shocking 7-octave-wide chord 
crash that opens the Dance infernale, it looks like 
the first item over the railing was a full-length 
mirror. Agosti captures well the bruising pace of 
the action, with off-beat rhythmic jabs standing 
out from a succession of punchy left-hand ostinati 
constantly nipping at the heels of the melody line. 
The accelerating pace as the sorcerer’s ghouls are 
made to dance ever more frantically is a major 
aerobic test for the pianist.

Relief comes in the Berceuse, which presents its 
own pianistic challenges, mainly those of finely 
sifting the overtones of vast chord structures 
surrounding the lonely tune singing out from the 
middle of the keyboard. 

The wedding celebration depicted in the Finale 
presents Stravinsky’s trademark habit of cycling 
hypnotically round the pitches enclosed within 
the interval of a perfect 5th. Just such a melody, 
swaddled in hushed tremolos, opens this final 
movement. It is a major challenge for the pianist to 
imitate the shimmering timbre of the orchestra’s 
brightest instruments as this theme is given its 
apotheosis to end the suite in a blaze of sonority 
that extends across the entire range of the 
keyboard.

Donald G. Gíslason 2021
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Thank You!

Presenting exceptional artists is made possible by the generosity of our supporters, who make the journey 
with us throughout the year. 

COVID-19 has changed a great many things about the way in which we move through the world and interact 
with one another. Over the last 19 months, our supporters have sustained us in ways that we couldn’t have 
imagined, and never have we been more grateful or more appreciative. 

The Vancouver Recital Society acknowledges the following individual, foundation and corporate partners 
for their support throughout 2020 and 2021. 

Season Sponsor: The Peak Group of Companies

Series Sponsors: The Estate of Edwina & Paul Heller | The Peak Group of Companies

Additional Series Support: RBC Foundation | The Chan Endowment Fund at the University of British Columbia 
| The City of Vancouver – Cultural Services | The Martha Lou Henley Charitable Foundation | The Province of 
British Columbia

Concert Sponsors: Elaine Adair, An Anonymous Concert Sponsor, Robert Bailey & Elizabeth Arnold-Bailey, 
Robert & Denise, Richard Carswell in memory of Alison Kirkley, Maryke Gilmore, Judith & Poul Hansen, Ann 
Harding, The Martha Lou Henley Charitable Foundation, London Drugs, The Estate of the Late Denise Mara, 
Richard & Lynda Spratley, Joyce & Tony, The Board of Directors of the Vancouver Recital Society, Victor, Lynn 
Kagan & Alexandra Volkoff, Lynda Zysblat in memory of Alan Zysblat

Additional support has been generously provided by: Stir | The Vancouver Sun | Alix Brown in memory of 
Alan Brown | The Deux Mille Foundation | The Alan & Gwendoline Pyatt Foundation 

Accommodation Partner: The Westin Bayshore Vancouver

Supporters

Guardians ($10,000 and above)
Elaine Adair | Alix Brown in memory of Alan Brown | Judith Fisher & Keith Purchase | Ann Harding | Sarah 
Kennedy - in Memory of Ellen Tallman | The Estate of Harry Locke | The Louise Fletcher Memorial Fund held 
at Vancouver Foundation | The Martha Lou Henley Charitable Foundation | Joan C. McCarter Foundation held 
at Victoria Foundation | Sheila E. McLeod in memory of Rosalee Hardin | The Estate of Gordon Walters | The 
Estate of Mervyn L. Weir | Mr. Tony Yue

Visionaries ($5,000 - $9,999)
Mark Allison & Stephanie Holmquist | The Christopher Foundation | Richard Carswell in memory of Alison 
Kirkley | Maryke Gilmore | Lynn Kagan | Renate Lauritzen | Bill & Risa Levine | Wendi J. Mackay | Eileen Mate | 
Remembering Otto & Marie Pick Charitable Foundation | Elaine Stevens | Ian & Jane Strang | Alexandra Volkoff

Champions ($2,500 - $4,999)
Robert E. Baker | Stephanie A. Carlson | Dr. Peter Cass | Hilde & Peter Colenbrander | Russell Wodell & David 
Gordon Duke | Keith Farquhar & Koji Ito | Judy Finch in Memory of Lance | Kurt Gagel | Lyman & Penelope 
Gurney | Rebecca & John Hunter | Kate Ker & Paul Cobban | Jane Macdonald | David McMurtry | Stephen 
Schachter | The R. & J. Stern Family Foundation | John & Judy Taylor | Ken & Patricia Tolmie | Wesgroup 
Properties | Morag Whitfield | One Anonymous Champion

Devotees ($1,000 - $2,499)
Timothy Agg & Stuart Alcock | Joanie Anderson | Mamie Angus | Richard & Barbara Bergstrom | Lois Binder | 
Joost Blom | John & Ruth Brock | Leila Chorley | Myron Story & Larry Clausen | Isobel Cole | Mr. Gorm Damborg | 
Mr. Larry Diamond | A. Christine Dryvynsyde | Valerie & Richard Dunsterville | William Ehrcke & Donna Welstein | 
Bryan Andrews & Sheila MacLean | Mr. Brian Fearncombe | Stephen Fitterman | Kim Floeck | Maria Giardini | 
Robert Goldstein & Christine Kerr | The McGrane - Pearson Endowment Fund, Held At Vancouver Foundation | 
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Elizabeth Guilbride | Judith and Poul Hansen | David Harvey & Cecilia Bernabe | Valerie Hunter | Teresa & 
Lewis James | Ingunn Kemble | D.N. Kerkhoven | Judy Killam | Karen & Stephen Kline | Gordon Konantz in 
memory of Gail Konantz | Teresa Y. H. Lee | Anndraya Luui | David Lyons | Alistair Mackay | John McAlpine | Bill 
Meyerhoff in memory of Nina Popovska | Christine Mills | David & Darrell Mindell | The Estate of Sheila Moore | 
Mary Newbury | Geoffrey Newman | Patrick O’Callaghan | Paula Palyga & David Demers | Mr. John Pappajohn | 
George & Maria Percy | Erica Pratt | George & Anne Sandor in memory of Dr. Michael Whitfield | Philip Sestak | 
Cecil Sigal | Federico Salazar & Jim Smith | Patrick Stephenson | Storage on Terminal | Holly Sykes & Rob Baker | 
Wenhuan Teng | Carol Tsuyuki | Eugene Wang | Eight Anonymous Devotees

Aficionados ($500 - $999)
David Agler | Robert Bailey | Mr. Dickson Au | Bill & Gladys Baxter | Gillian Beattie | Reinhold & Renate Bernat | 
Hazel Birchall | Sandra Campbell | Mr. Vince Cardella | G. Chetty | Judith Coffin | Patricia & James Davidson | 
Moyra Dobson | Virginia Evans | Roger & Marjorie Foxall | Michael & Dana Freeman | Leila Getz | Arlene 
Gladstone & Hamish Cameron | Rose-Marie Glassman | Norah Hall | Anne Haywood | Gwendoline Hoar | John 
Hooge | David & Rowena Huberman | Denny Lang | Leola Purdy Foundation | Mary Macdonald | A. MacLennan | 
E.J. Makortoff | Ray McNabb | Wilfrid & Sally Mennell | Gabriella Minnes-Brandes & Yoram Minnes | Sheila Nolan | 
Jack Olsen | James & Susan Olsen | Thomas O’Shea | Katherine Paton | James Pow | William D. Robertson | 
Marie Schneider & Richard Dettman | Melville & Joan Shaw | Barbara Shumiatcher | Karen Shuster | Nancy 
Stern | Lindsay Stewart & John Hallett | Anne & Mitch Taylor | Gloria Tom | Muriel Vallance | Esther E. Vitalis | 
Orrin & Wendy Webber | Jan Whitford & Michael Stevenson | Jon & Christine Wisenthal | Ken & Jenny Yule | 
Paul Zablosky & Marian Wight | Nine Anonymous Aficionados

Friends ($250 - $499)
Ian & Catherine Aikenhead | Deb Armour & Jim MacAulay | Kathleen Barlow | Paul Beckmann | Judith Bellis | 
Brenda Benham | Norma Boutillier | Pleuke Boyce | Roberta Brampton | Jay Brown | David Cannell | Jane 
Cherry | Judith Clark | Marylin Clark | Anne Clemens | Jennifer Condie | Patrick & Nancy Crawshaw | Johnathan 
& Ruth Crellin | Barbara Curran | Charles & Elaine Day | Larry Dian | Ine Doorman | Blair & Margaret Dymond | 
Dr. Susan Eadie | Barbara Ebelt | Margot Ehling | Gary & Joan Elsdon | Carol Fast | Christine Fedina | Martin 
Ferera & Suzanne Caroline Ellis-Ferera | Allan J. Fletcher | Daphne & Anson Frost | Ivan & Laurie Gasoi | Sara 
Getz & Jim Forrest | Birgit Westergaard & Norman Gladstone | Stephanie & Alex Glyniany | Jocelyn Godolphin | 
Sherrill Grace | Gershon Growe | Evelyn Harden | Gordon Harding | Joan Harding | Marilyn Harris | Elizabeth 
Hawkins | Heather Holmes | Donald & Patricia Hudson | Nick & Celia Hudson | Brian Hutzulak | Bill & Heather 
Ireland | Stanislav Karetnikov | Joan Keay | Marion Keith | Robyn Driedger-Klassen | Margaret Knox | Karen 
Kruse & Peter Scott | Fakroon T. Lakdawalla | Malcolm Lake | John & Wendy Lea | Les Leader | Joyce Lee | 
Lawrence & Andrea Lee | Susan & Richard Lee | D. Wendy Lee | Wing Bill Leung | Paddy MacLeod | Ketty Magil | 
Lisa May | Sharon Meen | Terry & Kathy Mullen | Sheila Munn | Kathryn Neilson | Barbara O’Brien | Ross Paul & 
Jane Brindley | Brenda Peterson | Gregory & Alla Polyakov | Kathryn & Bob Poole | Nora Randall | Neil Ritchie | 
Tobin S. Robbins & Sandra Lee Broudy | John Robinson | Rhona Rosen | Donald J. Rosenbloom | Martha Russell | 
Bernard Schulz | Andrew Seal | Letitia Sears | Dorothy Shermer | Christine Shiner | Don & Jane Shumka | 
Kathryn Sirett | Myrna J. Skazel | Niamh Small & Cliff Skelton | Colleen Smith | Peter Smith | Donald & Kathleen 
Sorochan | Shirley & Ray Spaxman | Richard & Lynda Spratley | Peter & Carol-Lyn Thaler | Karen & Perry Trester | 
Nora Tseng | Hilary Vallance | Lynn van Zanten | Norma Wasty | Sumiko Watanabe | Ellen Wiebe | Cheryl 
Williams | Janice Williams | Judith Williamson | Adriana F. Wills | E. Wilson | Alice Wong | Jane & Maurice Wong | 
V. Wong | Deborah Zbarsky | Nineteen Anonymous Friends

Enthusiasts (up to $249)
Sima Abelev | Sue Abzinger | Maureen Aird | Stuart Alcock | Donald G. Gislason | Joseph Anthony | Katharine 
Archibald | Nick Arden | Paul Atkinson | Barry Auger | Joyce Auld | Geri Barnes | Kevin & Grace Barrington-
Foote | Laurence Bayzand | Elizabeth Bell | Ellen Bick | Peter Bieg | Harold Birston | Kathleen Bjorseth | Frank 
Boulet | Donna Bradley | Rick & Rowena | Colleen M. Branson | Jessica Bratty | Charles & Carol Brauner | R.J. 
Brebner | Martha Brickman | Gordon Briggs | Jean M. Brown | Flaury Bubel | Mary Burck | Marianne Busby | 
Victoria Bushnell | Richard Buski | Donna Cairns | William Cambridge | Barbara Cameron | Miriam Caplan | 
Marnie Carter | Betty Chan | Maureen Chan | Sandra Chan in memory of May Wong | Wilma Chang | Deanna 
Charlton | Mabel Cheung | Ryan Chew | Nadia Chiu | Oi Lin Chow | Phillip Chow | Lesley & John Christie | Diane 
Clark | K. Bruce Clark | Norma Clark | Burke & Hanneke Corbet | Dina Corrado | John & Barbara Creighton in 
memory of Michael Whitfield | Tim Crowhurst | Mary Davison | Richard Dettman | Anne Dewar | Barbara J. Dill | 
Sabina Dobrer | Gail Dodek Wenner & Richard Wenner | P. Joan & Leslie Ellenor | Sophie Elliot | Sylvia Ellis | 
Catherine & Joe Elworthy | Fraser Erickson | Susan Evans Piano Studio | Kexin Feng | Elizabeth Ferguson | 
Harvey Harry Field | Sarah Fleming | Nancy Fong of NYF Wealth Management | Adrienne Foo | Sari Forney | 
Bruce M. Forster | Martha & Ricardo Foschi | Rebecca Fox | Heather Fraser | Richard Froese | Nicole J. Garson | 
Monika Gehlen | Karen Gelmon | Patsy George | Harvey & Jean Gerber | Carolyn G. Gill | Arlene Gladstone & 
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Hamish Cameron | Peter & Carolyn Godfrey | Sima Godfrey | Marketa Goetz-Stankiewicz | Gary Gould | Elizabeth 
Gowan | Joyce Grant | David Griffiths | Paula Grossman | Glen Hansman | Sheila Hardy | Paula Hart | W. M. Hay | 
Martha Hazevoet | Lisa Heddema | Gail Hegquist | Dana Camil Hewitt | Shirley Ho | Donna Hogge | Freda 
Holman | Ann House | Richard & Marie-Helene Humphries | Andrew Hung | Brent Hunter | Catherine Insley | 
Bruce Irschick | Marianne Janzen | Bill Jeffries | Marlene Dale Johnston | Valerie Jones | Frank & Freda Kaplan | 
Helene Kaplan | Dianne Kennedy | Sherry Killam | Christie Kilmer | Kim Biel | Cindy King | Frances Kirczenow | 
Bela Kiss | Joslin Kobylka | Robert Kochendorfer | Lisa Krakowski | Norman P. Krasne | Robyn Kruger | Iris 
Kujansuu | Heather Kulyk McDonald | Peter Kwok | Paddy Laidley | Patricia Laimon | Linda Lauritzen | Nga Le | 
Derwyn & Janet Lea | Chin Yen Lee | Nicholas Lee | Annette Leonard | Jane Lepinski & Warren Clark | Dora 
Leung | Gloria Levi | Jack Levi | Barbara Lewison | Gareth Llewellyn | Mae Locke | Janet Lowcock | Virginia 
Lowrie | Jean & Stan Lubin | Huiyuan Ma | Helen B. Maberley | Daphne MacDonald | Helen MacFarlane | Patrick 
MacLachlan | Carol MacLeod | James & Lynda MacOvichuk | Gordon Mac Rae | Jeneva Mah | Walter John Mail | 
Kathie Marteinsson | Lisa Martz | Patrick May | Rita McAllen | Peter & Wendy McGinn | Patricia McKenzie | Gerry 
Millett | Ruth Minchington | Bill Miner | Bruce Mitchell | Glen Mitchell | Baerbel Moderau | Jean Monica Mogg | 
Gabriela Molnar | Dorothy Moore | Dennis & Kathryn Morris | Kieth Mullback | Philip Neame | Sharon Newman | 
Anni Norgaard | Lynne Northfield | Wendy O’Brien | Richard Ogmundson | Henriette Orth | Eileen Padgett | 
Nilima Parikh | Judith Parkes | Samantha Jeanne Patterson | Maris Pavelson | Jerie Pearson | Pat Peck | Patricia 
Pender | Virginia Penny | David Pepper | Jaime Peschiera | Fred & Hazel Peschl | Beryl & Ross Petty | Marcel 
F. Pichette | Jill Plumbley | Silva Plut | Annie Pope | Betti Port | Vicki Lynn Preston | Monique Prud’Homme | 
Merle Rector | Annelise Reeves | Anita Romaniuk | Irene Romaniw | B. Romanowski | Lenore Rosen | Sheila 
Rowswell | Jan Rudd | Dan Russek | Debra Saimoto | Kazuko Saito | Toni & John Sandler | Brenda & Michael 
Sawyer | Angela Schiwy & Jean Laponce | Ursula Schmelcher | Ilse Schnirch | Douglas Scott | Len Scott | 
Karen Seaboyer, in memory of Michael Whitfield | Joseph A. Sedlmair | Diane Shoar | Arnold Shoichet | Alistair 
Taylor & Linda Shore | Robert Silverman | Juliet H. Simon | Gareth Sirotnik | Christine Sixta | Helen Spencer | In 
memory of Mike Whitfield | Barbara Starcher | Elvina Stewart | Mary Lynn Stewart | Nicki Stieda | Hilary Strauss | 
Lena Sverdlova | David Tait & Pille Bunnell | E.W. Tait | Mary Maxwell Tait | Tom & Margaret Taylor | Gloria Tom | 
Patricia Thiel | Eleanor Third | Flora Thompson | Anona E. Thorne & Takao Tanabe | Marianne Tobias | Ann Turner | 
Anne Tweedy | Matt & Jean Valikoski | Linnea Van Luven | Theodora Vassar | Rosalie Waddell | Barbara M. 
Walker | James Walsh | Linda Waverley | Freydis Welland | Robin Wenham | Sheila Wenzel | Joel Whittemore | 
John & Hilde Wiebe | Karen Wilson | Jean Wiseman | Christina Marie Wolf | Baldwin Wong | Diane Yen-Mei 
Wong in honour of May Wong | Joyce Wong | Tina Wong | Marjorie Wood | Elizabeth & Ray Worley | | Jason 
Wrobleski | Jennifer Xu | Elizabeth Yip | Gwendolyn Yip | Anita Zaenker | Kevin Zakresky | Barbara Zielinski | 
Thirty-nine Anonymous Enthusiasts

The following donors have also generously supporte 
 the VRS’s Building Blocks Endowment Fund at the Vancouver Foundation:

The late Elisabeth de Halmy in memory of Alexander de Halmy | Elizabeth Fong Yung in loving memory of 
T.Y. & Grace Fong | Kurt Gagel | Leon & Leila Getz in honour of the late Edwina Heller | Maryke & the late Paul 
Gilmore | Kenneth Owen Gracie & P.H. Waddell | Ann Harding | the late Edwina & Paul Heller | Marth Lou Henley 
in honour of Leila Getz | Lynn Kagan | The late Harry Locke | Lilli & Jerry Luking | Denise Mara | Eileen Mate | 
Diana McMeekin | Paula Palyga | Abe & Leyla Sacks | Ian & Jane Strang | John & Judy Taylor | Marilyn & the late 
Brian Wallace | Susan Wong Lim in memory of Jean Lyons | One Anonymous Building Block

Corporate supporters of the VRS’s Building Blocks Endowment Fund at the Vancouver Foundation include:

AXA Pacific Insurance Co. | Getz Prince Wells | Haywood Securities

The VRS appreciates the generous support of all its donors. 

This list was created on Monday, October 18, and includes bequests, gifts of cash, donations of securities, 
sponsorships and ticket donations dating back to March 2, 2020. Should you discover any errors or omissions, 
please accept our sincere apologies and contact Melodie Corbett, Fundraising & Special Projects Manager by 
email to melodie@vanrecital.com or by phone at 604.602.0363, so that any necessary corrections can be made. 

There are many ways to support the VRS including making a philanthropic gift, sponsoring a concert and/
or including us in your estate plans. If you would like more information, please contact us at 604.602.0363.
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VRS Board of Directors

Stephen Schachter - President
Tobin Robbins - Vice President
Tony Yue - Treasurer
Susan Wong Lim - Secretary
Mamie Angus
Casey Ching
Valerie Hunter
Christine Mills
Yoram Minnes
James (Jim) Smith
Jessica Yan Macintosh

Staff

Leila Getz, C.M., O.B.C., DFA 
Founder & Artistic Director 

Melodie Corbett
Fundraising & Special Projects Manager

Sara Getz
General Manager

Alex Glyniany
Box Office & Production Manager

Niamh Small
Marketing & Communications Manager

201-513 Main Street
Vancouver, BC 
V6A 2V1

Telephone: 604.602.0363

Email: info@vanrecital.com

Web: vanrecital.com

Vancouver Recital Society acknowledges that we are on the traditional and unceded territory of the Coast 
Salish Peoples, including the territories of the xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and 
Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.



The Peak Group of Companies is proud to 
support the Vancouver Recital Society  

as the 2021-2022 Season Sponsor


